
1) What is your favourite dish, colour, and liquor? 

 

Nullifer: I love almost all food apart from gorgonzola and other weird shit like that.... I don't 

really have a favorite dish, but I can say one of my favorite things is beef jerky. 

When it comes to color, Obviously I prefer the lack there of, so in the range of black to grey. If I 

need to pick something thats an actual color I'd probably say Green, because of nature. 

Liquor, well I'm mostly a Beer and Wine guy. My favorite types of beer are Red. If I absolutely 

have to pick a hard liquor it would be tequila, that stuff goes down way too easy. 

 

 

2) What place in the world would you like to visit? 

 

Nullifer: There are many places I would like to visit still in the world, and pretty much all of 

them are in the nature. not cities. 

I prefer to stay in the middle of the wild, lakes, trees, mountains, rivers. It's hard to get a 

connection to something other than normality when you're stuck in a city... 

 

 

3) If you were to live on a deserted island or in a crowded city, you would choose... 

 

Nullifer: Definately a deserted island, I don't like being near that many people... 

 

4) Had you not become a musician, you would be… 

 

Nullifer: Military or a farmer. 

 

5) What negative attribute of a man is the lousiest? 

 

Nullifer: When someone becomes rich and famous, or even just has an abundance of money 

without first not having such things, (or in many cases even when they started out poor and 

without anything) They do not appreciate of their possessions and the good things that have going 

for them. I don't think they ever stop and realize how fortunate they are, and one day it could just 

be gone. And Monotheistic religious beliefs. 

 

6) What was the first cassette or CD you bought with your own money? 

 

Nullifer: the first one I purchased with my own money was Metallica's And justice for all 

Cassette. This was not the first Album I owned, as I was born into a metal family, it's just the first 

one I purchased for myself. The absolute first stuff I heard was Motorhead and Hellhammer. 

 

7) Give us three of the most influential albums on the development of metal music. 

 

Nullifer: I'm just going to answer this in a personal opinion, and I'd rather respond bands than 

albums. 

If it wasn't for Black Sabbath, Hellhammer, & Mayhem (including Burzum and Dead) Metal 

would absolutely not be the way it is today. Sure it would probably still exist, but It would be 

stratosphericaly different. If I was able to add a 4th to this list it would be DarkThrone. Everyone 



will have their own opinions, but these bands are extremely influential to everything that came 

afterwards. 3 bands is just not enough data to explain it, haha... 

 

8) Do you do any sports? Or maybe you watch some on the TV?  

 

Nullifer: No I don't play or watch any sports anymore. It's been many many years since I have. 

When I was younger I played American football, and basketball. 

 

9) What situation during a tour do you mention most often? 

 

Nullifer: Typically about incompetent sound technician. Not being a musician who can afford to 

bring a personal sound tech along for every show, you often run into the case of the venue who 

hired a person who doesn't even know how to work the equipment and you have to do his job for 

him. 

 

10) What would you do if you won 5 mln Euro in a lottery? 

 

Nullifer: I would buy a huge plot of land out as far away from towns as possible while still 

having access to the road to get to the shop, I'm sick of not being able to walk for even 5 minutes 

out in the middle of the country and still seeing like 50 people on my walk. (I live in a very small 

town too, this planet is way too overpopulated) I would improve my personal home studio, and 

get ALOT of animals. Like Goats, and dogs, and take care of them. 

 

11) What would you like to accomplish with music? 

 

Nullifer: In this time it's very difficult to accomplish anything with music. I'm not expecting 

anything. The music for us is something magical, the band is more like an entity for us and we 

would like to bring that to our sound. If we can bring a dark/unsettling/more or less ritualistic 

feeling to the music/stage than we have accomplished our goal. 

 

12) An album you’d never put into your CD player? 

 

Nullifer: Any pop album. very simple. I think if someone put Despacito in my stereo I would stab 

them, I'm very sick of that song. 

 

13) Who did you want to become as a child? 

 

Nullifer: President of the USA hahaha 

 

14) What dish you did (not) enjoy to eat, but you could not say "no"? 

 

Nullifer: Liver and onions when I was a child. fucking disgusting, I don't know how people enjoy 

the taste of Liver. It has the worst after taste I've ever experienced... However I love onions. I 

Also hate diet soda... yuck... 

 

 

 



15) The strangest gift you’ve ever received from a fan? 

 

Nullifer: So far our fans have been really cool about that. We have only recieved stuff that we 

enjoy. Some of them have made Dolls / Clay statues of us. 

 

16) What’s the worst album by your favourite band? 

 

Nullifer: I enjoy alot of music, But I do not have a favorite band. So this is going to be a quite 

long response. The closest thing to a favorite band for me would be Gorgoroth and for me all 

their albums are great. 

But I can make a generalization of some bands. For example anything Pantera made before 

Cowboys from hell is hilarious! 

lets see... Dimmu Borgir Eonian is really really really weird. I absolutely can not stand those 

horrible choirs they put in every single song ruining them. Every time you start to get into one of 

the tracks all of a sudden out of nowhere BAM SONG RUINED. I don't know how those choirs 

made it into the final production. If they cut all of those parts completely out of the songs and 

pasted the songs back together the album would have been pretty cool. Then Satyricon Deep 

calleth upon deep is a snoozefest, it's not bad just boring. Which is disappointing because I was 

really looking forward to it.  

Septicflesh is a weird example because half of their songs are awesome, and the others just seem 

out of place. Don't get me wrong either I really like Septicflesh. I even talked to Seth Siro for a 

while about 10 years ago, he was going to do a photoshoot for my other project. Really cool guy. 

I just feel like they should stick to the blackened death sound. 

I'm talking about specific albums here btw, even if these bands are not my favorite bands I still 

enjoy alot of their music. 

Then when I look at bands like, Watain, Tsjuder, Mayhem, Funeral Mist, Behexen, & Belphegor 

I can not find any tracks by them that I even dislike. Luckily most of the bands I listen to tend to 

be those bands that I enjoy all of their music. 

The bands who make weird albums or out of place tracks, maybe it comes down to 

experimentation, or not wanting to do it.  

Alot of awesome bands are coming out of Poland btw, Like Thunderbolt (now disbanded 

unfortunately), MGLA, Hate, Behemoth, alot of people seem to like to hate on Batushka but 

Candy and I like them. there are many more bands as well. 

I need to stop this here or I will be responding all day to this one question. 

 

 

17) What pisses you off the most in the world? 

 

Nullifer: Overpopulation, Animal cruelty, Pedophilia, Rape, Monothestic religions that ram their 

ideas down peoples throats and if they don't get their way it becomes mass murder. Why couldn't 

they keep their bullshit in their own fucking countries and leave the rest of the world as a Pagan 

society? 

 

 

 

 

 



18) Songs/albums/bands whose phenomenon you do not understand even if they are 

legendary?  

 

Nullifer: I never got the hype around Ghost, they are just a pop band using Satanic imagery. 

Queen, & AC/DC. 

 

19) What’s the best TV show you’ve ever watched? 

 

Nullifer: I've seen too many. 

 

20) The stupidest thing you’ve done in your life? 

 

Nullifer: Probably taking a 7 year break from releasing music, not playing live in that period & 

selling all of my amplifiers. I did need the break, but it was not a smart move. 

 

 


